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Our vision :
Transform using digital technologies,
to boost up customer experience
revenue and efficiency

WHAT WE DO
Innovation
Brand recognition for quality and trust
through the projects of digital
transformation.

Money's worth
Integrate initiatives in an effective
operating model, to make profits with
fast return.

Increase in customers
Our main focus leads to benefits of
getting efficiency, enhanced customer
experience and fair value for money
operating model.

WHO WE ARE
NEXT2U is a
Company that specializes in providing clients with
effective business solutions integration in the digital
environment.

www.next2u.ro

A PARTNER THAT
CAN HELP YOUR
COMPANY TO
:

CATCH THAT
SALES
OPPORTUNITY AS
IT ARISES!

HAVE AN OMNI
CHANNEL
APPROACH

CONSOLIDATE DATA
FROM MULTIPLE
APPLICATIONS ONTO
A SINGLE VIEW
POSITION YOUR
COMPANY AS TECH SAVVY,
DIFFERENTIATING
YOURSELF FROM THE
MARKET !

YOU CAN COUNT ON
US IMPLEMENTING
:

27%
VIDEO ADVISORY

of connected Customers
converted into sales

40%
NLU & NLI

deflected calls by
implementing selfservices in the natural
language understanding
IVR

100%

BIOMETRICS

KYC process accuracy
with Face & Voice
Biometrics identification
/ authentication

170%
ROBOTICS

Increase of daily
processing capacity

30%
BUSINESS PROCESS
TRANSFORMATION

decrease in the average
handling time
of commercial frontoffice & back-office
activities

VIDEO ADVISORY
Sales enabling video platform design for a premium Customer
Experience, enhancing significantly the Sales experience of the
Company, using special software and hardware stations.

WHY?
Because the personal meeting creates
a strong relationship with the customer
and builds trust, essential ingredients
in a successful business!

BENEFITS (HIGH LEVEL)
Advice / Expert help / Guidance /
Service
Demonstrate, present and explain a
product or service online
Provide the same service you receive
in stores, but online
Gain higher conversion & lower return
rates and increased basket value

Manage peaks and human resources
through central Staff
When there are queues in the store or
If the store staff do not have the
answer to the customer's question

Customer experience / customer
satisfaction
Personal and individual service with no
geographical boundaries
Uninterrupted eye-contact that brings
excellent customer experience online

BANKING / TOURISM /
RETAIL / TELCO / ENERGY
IMPLEMENTATIONS

21 PP*
INCREASE IN ONLINE
SALES CONVERSION
*as an average - the number
depends on the segmen and
marketing involvement

NATURAL LANGUAGE
UNDERSTANDING
Callers will speak in free-format speech and self-service dialogues will
guide the users to complete their requests inside the IVR without
speaking to a Live Agent.

WHY?
Natural language understanding
empowers users to interact with systems
and devices in their own words without
being constrained by a fixed set of
responses.
It helps systems like the IVR or virtual
assistants to better understand a
human’s words because it can recognize
a wider variety of responses, even if it
has never heard them before.

BENEFITS (HIGH LEVEL)
upgrade the Customer Experience by
offering:
Lower waiting times in queues
Faster resolution
24X7X365 convenient customer support

NLU technology brings unparalleled
expertise IN :
Delivering improved routing accuracy,
Shortening calls
Providing know-how to turn caller intent
data into a more conversational,
intelligent self-service experience.

BANKING / TELCO /
HORECA / ENERGY
IMPLEMENTATIONS

25 %*
CALLS DEFLECTED

*as an average - the number
is depending on the industry

NATURAL LANGUAGE
INTERACTION
Conversational Virtual Assistant(-VA) - artificial intelligence character
(e.g. Siri) that serves as an automated customer service representative
for chat, whatsapp, facebook messenger or other instant messaging
services.

WHY?
Conversational Virtual Assistants are
built with cutting-edge natural language
technology, leveraging statistical
language models that anticipate a
customer’s true intent and determine in
real time what solution to offer. VAs are
trained to talk the way humans talk
for any kind of programmized Customer
requested interacction

BENEFITS (HIGH LEVEL)
upgrade the Customer Experience by
offering:
Superior User Acceptance (90%*) that greatly
improves most Contact Center metrics and
delivers significant savings: proven in multiple
clients’ deployments for all segments.

OMNI-CHANNEL APPROACH :
Omni-channel platform with agile,
expandable design: can be deployed for any
or all the digital delivery channels: IVR,
Website, Mobile Apps, Social Media pages,
Facebook Messenger, Skype, kiosks etc.

MULTI-PURPOSE PLATFORM :
Multi-purpose platform for Customer Care,
Customer Satisfaction Surveys, Interactive
Marketing, Loyalty and Offers, Sales and
Promotions etc

BANKING / TELCO /
HORECA / ENERGY
IMPLEMENTATIONS

12 %*
IN ONLINE SALES
*when deployed to cover
sales issues

*minimum 90%, the rest not identified connect to a live agent

BIOMETRICS

VOICE
The voice is analyzed for over 140 factors
that are impossible to spoof or duplicate
and cannot be reused if stolen. Voice
biometrics can be applied to secure selfservice applications and can even listen
to a conversation to provide effortless
authentication.

FACE
The system today can achieve high
levels of confidence by overcoming
facial variances, and soon liveness
detection where the system can easily
determine if a fraudster is using a
photograph.

WHY?
Your customers want to have a choice.
With multi-modal biometrics they can
choose the authentication mode that
matches their situation. E.g.: On a
crowded bus, it may be easier to
authenticate with a selfie rather than a
voice password. By giving
customers multiple choices, enterprises
improve customer satisfaction and
loyalty.

BENEFITS (HIGH LEVEL)

BANKING / TELCO /
PUBLIC SECTOR
IMPLEMENTATIONS

upgrade the Customer Experience :
The process is so easy for customers to create
fabulous success with voice biometrics.
A fare more secure convenient gateway to any
app that contains personal information or
enables sensitive transactions.
Customers can get to the functionality they want
quicker and benefit from the self-service
investments made already by your organization.
A quicker and easier-to-use authentication
process that boosts completion rates whilst
reducing fraud.

THE SAFE
WAY

TO PERFORM THE KYC
PROCESS

ROBOTICS
Designed to cooperate with employees in business activities where normally human
intervention is required. It resides on the employee's workstation, triggered when
needed by direct command or specific workflow events. As a discreet
collaborator, the robot acts in the background while the staff continues with
uninterrupted work, delivering high productivity and low risk handling times in
service desk, helpdesk and call center activities.

WHY?
It takes more to save the day, every day,
while also saving costs and boosting
enterprise performance. Our hero always
creates a competitive edge in a face-off
with your business challenges and focuses
on cost reduction, accuracy, faster cycle
times and no possibility of fraud.

BENEFITS (HIGH LEVEL)
TAILOR MADE PROCESS OPTIMIZER :
Spanning across an ever increasing number of
industries, the robot speeds up and executes
with perfect accuracy processes in the fields of
banking & finance, insurance, healthcare,
manufacturing, telecom and many more.
More and more Business Process
Outsourcing(PBO) initiatives are becoming
targeted for minimal or no human involvement.
Driving the upheaval of the BPO business model
are customers who want greater cost reduction,
cycle speed, and higher service levels.
Typically, one software robot can replace and
outperform 3 workers. In less than 12 months,
most enterprises already have a positive return
on investment. Moreover, potential further
accumulative cost reductions can reach 20%
in each project

BANKING / TELCO / BPO /
HEALTHCARE / PUBLIC
SECTOR
IMPLEMENTATIONS

170 %
DAILY PROCESSING
CAPACITY

COMMERCIAL
TRANSFORMATION
Business process reengineering (BPR) is driven by the analysis and redesign of
workflows within and between enterprises in order to optimize customer-face
operations and automate non-value-added tasks.

WHY?
Sometimes-radical redesign and
reorganization of an enterprise is
necessary to lower costs and increase
the quality of service and that information
technology is the key enabler for that
radical change

BENEFITS (HIGH LEVEL)
ANY FIELD OF PROCESS OPTIMIZER :
BANKING /
Digital experts are improving the "as is" process
TELCO IMPLEMENTATIONS
so that the customer effort in the future would
be minimized and the customer experience
boosted up
Organizations are constantly faced with the
need for change. Changes may become
necessary as a result of new regulations,
market demands or the emergence of new
ways of working.
As corporate strategy determines objectives and
guidance on how organizational capabilities can
be best utilized to gaincompetitive position, BPR
strategy, accordingly, guides the alteration of
tasks and flows into integrated processes, and
variance in how tasks are performed and the flow
of material, people, and information becomes a
source of competitiveness

30 %

DECREASE IN THE
AVERAGE HANDLING
TIME

FROM IDEA TO

EXECUTION

FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PLEASE
,

,

CONTACT:
DIMITRIS PETIKAS
dimitris.petikas@next2u.ro
+40762215760

RADU STOICESCU
radu.stoicescu@next2u.ro
+40766440363
www.next2u.ro

